GROTHENDIECK'S EXISTENCE THEOREM IN ANALYTIC GEOMETRY AND RELATED RESULTS
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Abstract.
We state and prove several kinds of analytification theorems of formal objects (such as coherent sheaves and formal complex spaces) which are in the spirit of Grothendieck's algebraization theorem in [EGA, III] . The formulation of the results was derived from deformation theory and especially M. Artin's work on representability of functors. The methods of proof depend heavily on a deeper study of cotangent complexes and resolvants. As applications one can deduce the convergence of formal versal deformations in diverse situations.
A powerful tool for the solution of many moduli problems in algebraic geometry is Grothendieck's existence theorem in [EGA, III, Théorème (5.1.4) ]. This theorem gives a general algebraicity criterion for coherent formal sheaves and goes as follows.
Theorem (Grothendieck) A generalization of this theorem to algebraic spaces (in the sense of Artin) can be found in [Knu, V, 6.3] . The applications in algebraic deformation theory are usually made there where one has to verify the effectiveness of formal deformations (compare for instance [Art, §1] ).
As the formulation of Grothendieck's theorem shows, a straightforward translation into the context of analytic geometry is not possible. But, having in mind the applications to deformation theory and especially the algebraization of formal moduli in the framework of analytic geometry (see [Bi2] ), it is indeed possible to formulate an analogous assertion.
The methods of Palamodov, developed in [Pap Pa2] for the solution of the local moduli problem for compact complex spaces, and the expansion of these techniques given in [B-K] , can be used now to establish a proof for this analytic version. The idea has been known to the author for a long time, but enormous technical problems had to be overcome and this was achieved quite recently. One crucial notion is that of a special resolvent and a special resolution (see § §5 and 6), which is a refined version of appropriate data from [B-K] ("zulässige Resolventen"). It should be mentioned that this paper relies heavily on the book [B-K] and only some indispensable definitions are repeated in the appendix.
We are even able to show an existence theorem for formal spaces, by using the same approach (Theorem (1.7)), and for which no algebraic analogue seems to be known. As one expects, local existence theorems hold too. But here the proof is easy in comparison to the global case.
Some applications of the main results are discussed in § 12. Among others, we can prove the following assertion in full generality: Every l-convex space X with exceptional set E and supp(y iX,rfx)) cE has a semiuniversal deformation as a germ along E. The essential step for this is to show a formal principle for deformations of l-convex spaces (the rest is done analogously like in [B-K, Kap. V, §5]), which is a consequence of the existence theorem for formal sheaves and Artin's approximation theorem.
Our main theorem, Theorem (1.2), seems to be very useful for the representation of the Chow functor in analytic geometry. But since this functor has not yet been explicitly defined in the analytic case, we did not touch this question here.
The main part of this work has been obtained at the Sonderforschungsbereich 170 Geometrie und Analysis in Göttingen to whom the author wants to express his sincere thanks. Moreover, I want to mention that several statements in this paper were previously known to J. Bingener, as for example the relative quotient theorem ( §3) and the deduction of the formal principle for l-convex maps from the analytic existence theorem for sheaves. He also informed me that P. Deligne asked if an existence theorem for formal spaces (like in (1.7)) holds too.
Formulation of the main results
(1.1) We call a C-algebra A formal, if it is a quotient of an algebra of the form (AT)Aa, where K = C{xx, ... , xm} is a convergent power series ring and " Aa " means completion with respect to the ideal a cmK . So we have A = (A^)Ao/b with an ideal b in iK)Aa, contained in the maximal ideal. Especially, every analytic C-algebra is a formal one. We associate to A a space germ S = (0, A), consisting set-theoretically of just one point which we always denote by 0.
The category An(^4)-or An(5)-of complex spaces over A is defined in a natural way. The local models in An(^i) are given as follows: The smooth spaces M over A consist (locally) of an open subset D in some C" with the structure sheaf (fM = @D{xx, ... , xm}Aa/bcfD{xx, ... , xm}Aa, or, more invariantly, efM = lim tfD¡ §ciA/a + ), where ö is the image of a in A (which we denote from now on also by a). The general local pieces are of the form X = (Fp2"), i@M/^)\Vtf)) > where J" c cfM is a coherent ideal and Ff/) c /) is the zero-set of 3e (observe that cfM is a coherent sheaf of rings). Obviously, one has products in An (,4) and also a base change functor An(^4) -► An(2?), X >-> XB , for each continuous morphism A -► B of formal algebras. For any space X in An(^), the spaces XA,k+i are so-called pseudocomplex spaces, i.e., C-ringed spaces Y which are locally of the form cfz\\Y\, where Z is a complex space and |7| c Z a locally closed subspace (in our case this subset is even analytic). In the case where A is m^-adically complete, the category An(^4) is just the category of those formal complex spaces X over A, for which mAtfx is an ideal of definition for X.
Let S = (S, 0) be a usual complex space germ, f: X -> S a separated holomorphic map, and A a formal algebra over A := (fs 0. In the following, we consider exhaustions of A, (1.1.1) A=limA¡ i€l by analytic A-subalgebras Ai of A with filtered index set /. Such exhaustions always exist. For a formal space germ T over S, we put XT := T xs X and fT: Xj^T denotes the base change of / with respect to T -► S1. If B is the algebra belonging to T, we also write XB and fB instead of XT and fT. Let F be a space in AniA), then we denote by Cohp(T), resp. Cob. AY), the full subcategories of the category Coh(T) of coherent sheaves on Y which consists of those modules having compact support, resp. those which are in addition flat over A . We now get the following functors by base change: (1.1.2) UmCoh^^Coh^), iei (1.1.3) limCohp/(^) -Cohp/(^).
iei Note that each A¡ is here considered as a formal algebra. By using known results, it is not difficult to see that (1.1.3) gives an equivalence of categories (compare [Bi2, Satz (11. 3)]). Also the functor (1.1.4) Coh(^ ) -» lim Coh(^/o*+i ) k is an equivalence (see [Bi, , (1.2) , (1.14)]) and the same is true for Cob. (•■•) and Coh /•(•••)• The surjectivity of (1.1.3) can be deduced from the theorem of Siu and Trautmann [S-T] concerning the existence of semiuniversal deformations of coherent sheaves with compact supports, whilst the fully faithfulness is a consequence of a theorem of Pourcin [Pou] . Vice versa, it is possible to derive the result of Siu and Trautmann from the equivalence (1.1.3) by using only abstract deformation theory. One main theorem of this paper is the following assertion.
(1.2) Theorem. The functor (1.1.2) gives an equivalence of categories. (1.4) Next we are going to formulate an analogous assertion to (1.2) for the case of spaces. We fix an exhaustion like in (1.1.1) with A = C. For any formal algebra B, we denote by An (B), resp. An AB), the full subcategory of An(J?), consisting of those spaces whose underlying topological space is compact, resp. those which are in addition flat over B . Again, by base change, we obtain functors (1.4.1) limAn^O^An^),
iei Standard results in deformation theory imply (1.5) Proposition. The functor (1.4.2) is an equivalence of categories.
Proof. Surjectivity. Let T be the space germ associated to A and 3? -> T an object in An JA). Then the special fiber XQ in 0 e T is a compact complex space. Now, denote by Y -» S the semiuniversal deformation of XQ. By versality, we get a cartesian diagram <r-> y S.
Since the morphism (fs 0 -> A necessarily factorizes over some A{, we get iYA )A = Sf, so we are done. with j > i, and therefore we get a section of A. -» rfH 0. This shows the surjectivity of lim Hom^ [X , YA) ^ Horn^ ,YA). j>i Now, let f, g: XA -» YA be two morphisms with fA = gA. Then / and g induce two sections of Ai -► cfH 0 , which are equal after base change with A . But Ai -» A is injective, and so f = g. This shows the proposition. D (1.6) Remark. Assuming the conclusion in (1.5), one can derive the existence of convergent formally semiuniversal deformations of compact complex spaces by general deformation theory (compare [Bi2, Korollar (2.7)]).
The second main result is now (1.7) Theorem. The functor (1.4.1) gives an equivalence of categories.
This assertion can be considered as an existence theorem for formal spaces. The proof of ( 1.2) and (1.7) uses (for the local description of spaces and sheaves) the theory of resolvents, as developed in [B-K, (1.8) ]. For our purpose very special resolvents are necessary, even more special ones than those considered in [B-K, Kap. V] . This is rather essential for the proof. Furthermore, we need a relative version of the quotient theorem in [loe. cit., (11.12)], which is given in §3. Concerning some other applications not considered in this paper, it is useful to state it in a very general way.
(1.8) We are now going to treat the "local" case which is somewhat different. Let iX, 0) -> iS, 0) be a morphism of complex space germs. For a formal algebra B over (fs 0, we denote by Coh/iXB, 0) the full subcategory of Coh(ATg, 0) consisting of those germs of modules whose singularity set is finite over B . Fix now a formal tfs 0-algebra A together with an exhaustion iAj)¡e¡ as in (1.1.1). Then we have The functors in (1.9) are in general not equivalences. Next we consider the case of spaces. Let A be a formal C-algebra. Then we denote by Gan(^4) the category of complex space germs over A and by Gan'(,4) the full subcategory whose objects X have the property that the nonsmoothness locus of X -> A is finite over A. If we fix an exhaustion (-4,) ;e/ of A by convergent subalgebras, we have Both results (1.9) and (1.10) are proved by using privileged neighborhoods for certain complexes and by applying essentially the same idea as in the proof of (1.2) or (1.7).
At last we want to mention that there is certainly a common generalization of Theorems (1.2) and (1.7) in the context of graduate (formal) spaces. But since the foundation of such a theory has not yet been developed enough, we do not enter into this context.
Introductory notations and definitions
The main part of this section is concerned with the notion of a relative POspace and a relative PO-Lie group, where the parameter spaces are banachanalytic space germs. In the absolute case, these constructions have been discussed in detail in [B-K, Kap. II]. As the approach given here is sufficient for our purpose, we have not intended to develop such a relative theory which gives precisely the one of [B-K] in the absolute context.
(2.1) Let f be a category, S an object of <%, and F: %>s -> (sets) a contravariant functor. For a morphism S' -» S, we denote by Fs> the composition 'tos, -* fês -> (sets). If for example W is the category (Ban) of banachanalytic space germs and S -(51, 0) is an object of W, we also write .F(O) instead of F0 (induced by the inclusion 0^5") and call F(0) the fiber of F. (2. 2) Let S be a banachanalytic space germ and e e ]0, 1 [. Then the category Cone(5') of PO-spaces over S is defined in the following way:
The objects of Con6 (S) are pairs (5, E) where E is a PO-space (compare the appendix). We usually write such an object in the form iEs, 0). If iEs, 0) and iFs, 0) are two objects in Con6 (5), a morphism u : iEs, 0) -► iFs, 0) will consist of the following data and conditions:
(1) A morphism u0 : (is, 0) -> (F, 0) in the absolute category Con6 (compare [B-K, (II.8)]); so w0 is a convergent morphism between PO-spaces.
(2) 5-morphisms of banachanalytic space germs uÁ, À:SxiÊx,0)^Sx (Fx, , 0) for X', X € [1 -e, 1[ with X' < X, such that the equality (ids x \,x2) • ma2,a, = \,x3 ° (ids x í ,*,)
holds for X4< X2< Xx and X4 < X3 < Xx ; here if x: Ex -> Ex, and ix> x: Fx -* Fxi are the canonical mappings (see appendix).
(3) ux, ¿(0) = (ÏZ0)A-x for X' < X. The composition of two such morphisms is defined obviously. If one replaces "<" by "<" in the above definition, then, in particular, there are morphisms ux: Sx iEx, 0) -> Sx iFx, 0) for Xe [l-e, 1[, and supposes u0 to be strictly convergent (in the sense of [B-K, (11.8.6(2) )], then we shall also call u strictly convergent. In the case e = 1/2, we just write Con(S) instead of Con1' (S). (2. 3) Now, we fix t0 e [1/2, 1[, X. e [t0, 1] . Let S, E, and F be as above and a : S -> S x iFx , 0) a section of the canonical projection pr2 : S x (FL , 0) -S.
Then every strictly convergent morphism u : iEs, 0) ~* (Fs, 0) in Con^) induces an inductive system W = iWx)X(. Xt x. of banachanalytic space germs over S, by setting
We call W the fiber of u in a and write W -u~\a). One can associate to W a functor
The fiber of this functor is, according to (2. for all X', X with t0 < X' < X < X., such that the analogous properties for a group hold, like associativity, right-left-inverse, etc. (here whenever the composition of these morphisms my x, jy x, etc. is defined). Observe that the functor G, is group valued. 'o If G and H are PO-Lie groups over S, then a homomorphism u: G -> H is a morphism of the underlying inductive system which commutes with m, j, and e . The notions of a PO-Lie subgroup, of a normal PO-Lie subgroup, and of a semidirect product are defined in an obvious way. A PO-Lie group G over S is called strict if its "group-structure" is induced by germs of relative and compatible group structures on each G,. If G is a strict PO-Lie group in the sense of [B-K, (II.9.2)], then Gs has a natural structure of a strict relative PO-Lie group over S.
(2.5) Let G be a PO-Lie group over S and W = i^Vx)Xe]t x i an inductive system of banachanalytic space germs over S. A ileft)-operation of G on W of type (-1, 1 ; -1) is a compatible system of S-morphisms for t0 < X' < X < X., such that co = ico y x)y x commutes with the multiplication on G and coy xiey x id^ ) = i y x . From this, we get an operation of Gt on W. which is denoted by to, . The operation co is called strict if X' = X is is commutative for X' < X (and for X' < X in the case of a strict operation). Let u : W -> V be an equivariant morphism (with respect to G) and a : S -> V a section which is fixed under the operation. Then the operation of G on W induces one on u~ (tr).
(2.6) If <p: S' -> S is a morphism of banachanalytic space germs, we get a functor Cone(S) -> Con6(5'') via base change with <p . For W in (2.3), we have (^r )s' = ^s'^t ' where Ws, -(5' x5 Wx)x. The notions introduced in (2.4), (2.5) are consistent with base change. For example, if G is a PO-Lie group over S, then the base changed object Gs< is again a PO-Lie group over S'. (2.7) Let co: G xs W -> W be an operation as in (2.5) and let us assume that W is given as a subspace of (L5, 0) like in (2.3) and G embedded in iKs, 0) with a PO-space K. If a : S -> W is a section of If -► S, the orWi mapping ß: G -> IV of co in a is given by ßy = coy ¿(idg( , ox) for X' < X and ß = ißy)y€]to,yr Suppose now S = Spec(C). Then ß is called direct iwith respect to 1 -t0), if Ker(L(/?A)) and lm{Tißx)) are complemented linear subspaces of the Banach space Kx , resp. Ex , and one has a compatible system of projections on them (here X varies in ]t0, X.[).
(2. (3.1) Let F: W -> (sets) and G: W -► (groups) be contravariant functors on a category W and suppose that an operation of G on F (from the left) is given. Then the quotient groupoid F/G A W is defined as follows: The objects of F/G over T eW are the elements of FiT). If a' e F(r') and a G FiT) are two objects, then HomF/Gia , a) consists of all pairs (/, g) in Homr(r', T) x GiT1) with g'.(ir(/)(a)) = a . Obviously, the set of isomorphy classes iF/G)iT) is equal to the orbit space FiT)/GiT).
Moreover, one has a functor F/G -> F/G of groupoids over W. This is an equivalence of categories in the case when G operates freely on F . Now let W = Gan/S be the category of complex space germs over a fixed germ S. We assume that F and G satisfy the Schlessinger condition (Si') from [Bi3] and that G is unobstructed (i.e., G(T') -» G(T) is surjective for any S-embedding T ■-► L'). One easily checks that also ^/G fulfills (Si'). We fix a space r in ?, a coherent ¿^-module J? and an element a £ FiT). Then 
of (fT 0-modules. (3.2) We fix a number t0 e [1/2, 1[. Let S be a complex space germ, G -► S a PO-Lie group over S (see (2.4) ) and E, F two PO-spaces with an operation on iEs, 0) and (Fs, 0). Moreover, we take a section er : S -> (Fs, 0) of iFs, 0) -> S, fixed by the operation of G, and a strictly convergent equivariant morphism u: iEs, 0) -> (Fs, 0) in Con(S). The operation of G Here T[^#] is the trivial infinitesimal extension of 7" by J( and G, , resp. Fa , is the fiber of G , resp. F , in lG(r> , resp. a . on the fiber W :-u (er) of u in a induces an operation of G, on W . If in addition G -> S is smooth, i.e., each morphism Gx -> S is smooth for Xe]tn, l[, then the quotient groupoid W. /G, , restricted to (Gan/S), fulfills the Schlessinger condition (Si'). The following theorem tells us when W. /G, '0 '0 has a semiuniversal deformation or is even representable.
(3.3) Theorem. The assumptions and notions are as in (3.2), and, moreover, we assume that the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) The operations G xs iEs, 0) -^ iEs, 0) and G xs iFs, 0) -> iFs, 0) are of type (-1, 1 ; -1) and the spaces E, F are (1 -t0)-good isee the appendix).
(2) The fiber operation of G(0) on iE, 0) is direct with respect to (l-i0)-see (2.7).
(3) w0: (£, 0) -► iF, 0) is a direct morphism with respect to (1 -r0), i.e., the tangent mapping Tiu0) : E -> F is direct in the category POw .
(4) dimc((^f (0)/G, (0))(Spec(CMA2))) < oo.
Then W, ¡G, has a finite-dimensional semiuniversal deformation over S. 'o 'o If in addition (1), E is (1 -i0)-good, it follows from (2) that the transition homomorphisms from r(H/A(0))/Im(r(yS/l(0))) to TiWx,iO))/lmiTißyiO))) are injective for t0 < X' < X < 1. Because of (3.3 .1) and (4), there is an index X > t0 for which the canonical map from T{WxiO)) to iW (0)/G, (0))(Z>) is surjective. Now we fix a finite-dimensional subgerm
For the intersection Y := N n Wx , we get TiY/S) = TiN/S). From [Doup 7.5, Proposition 7] , it follows that Y is finite dimensional. Let X' be an arbitrary index with t0 < X' < X. Then we have the following important assertion.
(3.3.2) Proposition. The morphism coy x: Gy xsY -* Wy is smooth.
For the proof of this statement, we choose subgerms H and K of G y , both smooth over S, and a S-retraction p: G y -» K with the following properties:
(a) ey : S -► Gx factorizes over H and K,
The existence of such subgerms is easily seen by using the smoothness of Gy -* S and (2). Furthermore, we fix an S-retraction q: iEy s, 0) -> My and put ¥ '■-(P ° Pri > Q ° Wy x) '■ Gy xs N -> K xs My .
Then we obviously have the inclusions
GyxsYcy/-\KxsWx,)cGyXsN.
If we denote by i, resp. j, the canonical S-morphism from Ex s to Ey s, resp. from F x s to F y s, and by k: N -> G^ xs N the inclusion given by ex¡, we can calculate iVk)-\K xs Wy) = {q o ii\N))~\Wy) = ii\N)-\Wy)
since ^f o (i'|A) = /|A and 7«^ = m^i. As now 7(0) is injective (according to (l))and S is finite dimensional, the subgerm iJ°iux\N))~\ay) coincides with iux\N)~liox) = Y by [B-K, (II.12.4)]. From [loc. cit., (II.12.6)] we get (3.3.3) y~\KxsWx,) = GyXsY.
For elements x E T(K(0)), y e T{H(0)), and z € T{N(0)), one obviously has the identity T(y/(0)){x + y, z) = (jc, T(ßx,(0))(y) + i'(0)(z)). Therefore T(^(0)) maps r(GA(0)) x 0 isomorphically onto 7YA:(0)) x Im(r(jîA. (0))).
Since, by construction of N, the map /(0) induces an isomorphism of r(A/(0)) onto TiMyiO))/lmiTißyiO))), the tangent map L(^ (0)) is bijective. This implies by the relative implicit function theorem that y/ itself is an isomorphism. So, in particular, y/ gives an isomorphism from G y xsY onto K xs Wy . The we get a -iey)T and this gives iv = iw . By [B-K, (11.12.4)], we obtain v = w .
The last assertion is true, because one can choose N ^ S in the proof above and so Y -► S is an embedding. This completes the proof of (3.3). □ At last we want to formulate a kind of finite-dimensional analogue of the construction in the proof of (3.3), which is often quite useful.
(3.5) Theorem (on relative transversal slices). Let G -> S, X -> S be complex space germs over the germ S, where G is in addition a relative Lie group germ over S. Moreover, let co: G xs X -> X be an operation with orbit map ß0: G(0) -> A"(0) over the special fiber.
If G -> S is smooth, then there exists a subgerm Y c X inot necessarily unique) with the properties (1) co: G xsY ^ X is smooth,
If in addition G = Hom5(-, G) operates freely on X = Hom5(-, X), then co: G xs Y -> X is an isomorphism; if X is a formal principal homogeneous space under the action of G, then Y -> S is an embedding.
The proof of (3.5) is left to the reader as any easy exercise.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 4. Formal maps into banachanalytic space germs; formal po-modules Obviously, EA -mAEA . Let A be formal and Z a banachanalytic space germ, given as the zero-set of an analytic map q> : (2?, 0) -► (.F, 0) between Banach space germs with Taylor expansion q> = ^2k>0 9k • Then <p induces a unique map ("composition by ç>"), which is functorial in A (with respect to continuous C-algebra homomorphisms a: A -> B) and is, in the case A = K = C{xx, ... , xm} , given by 00 **(/)" :=£ E v¡{fVl,■■-,/"), i=i i/,+--+í/;=i/, i/,eNm where / = X^ ^x" is the expansion of / (with fv e E) and p,: Ex-xE -> .F denotes the symmetric /-multilinear map associated to tp¡.
(4.4) Proposition. In the situation above, one has a functorial isomorphism HomiT,Z)^^A\0). Proof (sketch). Since <bA = lim ®A , we are reduced to the case where A is analytic. The next reductions are that it is sufficient to assume Z = (£, 0) and A smooth, so A = C{xx,... , xm}. But here the assertion is trivial. D (4.5) Let A = K/b be an analytic C-algebra with K = C{xx, ... , xm) smooth. On K we have pseudonorms || • || , p e R^0 , defined by || ^ auxv\\ := J2V \av\pv > which induce quotient pseudonorms on A , also denoted by ||-|| .
Moreover, there is a triangle set (in the sense of [B-K, (II.3.1)]) Ac R^0, a constant C > 0 and a C-linear section x: A -> K of K -* A, such that ||t(¿z) H < C||a|| for all a e A and p e A. We call A privileged for A .
Let E be a complete PO-space. By setting || Y," ev^\\p x := S¡/ lleJI¿^ > we obtain pseudonorms ||-|| x on EK and quotient pseudonorms on EA (denoted by the same symbol) for any p e R^0 , Then ||^(e)|| x -C'\\e\\x f°r a^ X e[l -e, l[ and p e A, p < p0i<p). Since II • IL' x -II ' Up x *"or P -P' tn*s estimate even holds for all p < p0 with a fixed p0 £ A, p0 < p0i<p). Obviously, the canonical AMinear extension of y/ to EK has the desired property. (4.9) Remark. Let A be a formal algebra and <p: EA -> EA a morphism in PO£iA). Then tp is invertible in PO£(,4) iff <pA, : E -> E is invertible in PO£.
For the proof, one immediately reduces to the situation A = C{xx, ... , xm} . In this case the assertion follows from standard estimates in the proof of the (analytic) local inversion theorem by using (4.6)(*).
Special polyhedron families and resolvents
In this section we are going to cut a space 3f in An(^4) into simplicial pieces and then construct a very special kind of resolution of the structure sheaf which will be crucial for the proof of (1.7). The construction goes along the lines of [B-K, Kap. IV, § §1-3], and so we shall be brief at those points which are analogous to loc. cit.
(5.1) Let X be a (usual) complex space. By a quasi-polyhedron for X, we understand a triple (Z5, (p, E), consisting of a compact subset P of X, a closed embedding q> : U -> V of complex spaces, where U is open in X and V open in some C" , and an open polydisc E ce C" with center x0, such that Ê c V and P = (p~\~E). We call [P, <p, E) a polyhedron for X if <p~\xQ)
is not empty; the point x £ P with q>ix) = x0 is considered as the center of iP, <p, E). Moreover, we set P := tp~\E).
The morphism q> induces a closed embedding P -► E of pseudocomplex spaces which is also denoted by (p . In the following, we just write P instead of iP,(p,E) and U(P), V(P), tpiP), E{P) for U, V,... .
(5.2) Now, let T = (0, A) be a formal space germ, a c A an ideal of definition, and 8? a space in An(^) with structure map f: 2? -> T which is assumed to be separated. We fix a representation A = KAa/b as in (1.1) and denote by Z , resp. Z , the smooth space germ (0, K), resp. (0, KAa). Then a quasi-polyhedron iP, <p, E) for 3f/T will consist of a closed subset Pcf, a closed embedding tp: U -> Z x V in An(Z), where U c 3f is open and V is open in some C" , and an open polydisc E ce C" with center x0, such that £ c K and i»"'({0} xË) = P. If p"'({0} x {x0}) is not empty, we call P = (P, <p, E) a polyhedron for 3f/T. The further notions of (5.1) also transpose into this context.
For each t £ ]0, 1], the (concentric) shrinking P{t) = (P(,), <p, E{1)) of P by the factor t is again a (quasi-)polyhedron for Sf ¡T.
(5.3) Let 3? = (P;., 9i,Ei)ieI be a family of polyhedrons for Sf ¡T. The nerve Ner(^) of ÍP is by definition the nerve of the family (P;)(6/ of compact subsets of 3?, considered as an abstract simplicial scheme. The subset |^| := U/e/ P¿ of 3? is called the support of & . We usually assume ¿P to be locally finite, i.e., the family iU{P¡))¡e¡ is locally finite. If t = (/f)/6/ is a sequence of numbers in ]0, 1], the shrinking ¿?{t) = (PJ'1', (pt, E¡ ' )/€/ is again a family of polyhedrons for 3f/T. In the case where all ti = s are equal, we also write 3°(s) for â°(l). Furthermore, we put nia8) := sup I dimZ + dimL^ + ^dimL',. ; v £ I \ .
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If the index set I is finite, we can always find a change of charts for & .
(5.6) Let 9 be a family of polyhedrons for 2? /T, satisfying the polyhedral axiom, together with a change of charts. We call & special if a total ordering on / is fixed and the following properties hold:
(5.6.1) n = n¡ is independent of i £ I, (5 ß' n ß' and such that ß/r°'ri): ZxE1, , , -> Z x £,' , isa well-defined isomorphism. We are going to refine @ to a family ^ = (i>, ç>(., £(),e/ with refinement map x: I -» R, such that E. c ÜL,;1 and e>,, eA''^, ¿L ., are
We set Jr '■= \<PriQ'r)\, r £ R, and fix a metric on 2f. Around each point z € Jr we put a polydisc £z, whose diameter is so small that the following conditions are satisfied with (Pz := <p~li{0} x Ez)) : (4) If a = ii, a) £ JVW , then s(e°j) = ea{a)J + hj for ; e /"¿, where hj is given by the formula in (5.9). Observe that A £ Ka ^ • (5.12) Theorem. Lei 8?,Q,3>, and R be as in (5.10). Then there exists a special derivation s on R^-iSuch a resolvent (i?^, s) will be called special for short.)
The proof of the corresponding result in [B-K, Kap. IV, Satz 1.7] also applies to this context. The only modification is that the very last step in the proof of [B-K, (IV. 1.7.3)] is taken for granted here, since 3 is augmented by the hj .
Special resolutions of coherent modules
In this section we are going to make a similar construction as in §5, but now for the case of modules. We start with the following situation:
(6.1) Let S be a smooth complex space germ (considered here always as a formal space germ, so that the underlying set is just one point), X a space in An(S) with separated structure map X -* S, and T = (0, A) a formal space germ over S. Moreover, we fix a module & in Coh (AT^) and assume that the following data are given:
(6.1.1) a finite augmented special family of polyhedrons 3 = (P¿, y>¡, 2?f)í€/ for X/S with nerve JV and a smooth complex space germ Z' together with an S-embedding T -» Z , where Z = S x Z' and the completion Z is taken with respect to some idal accfz, such that l^lDsuppOF).5
Here 3^ is the base changed family of polydiscs for X^/Z and t0 is a number in ]0, 1[ nearby 1; The existence of such data is easily seen, compare the proof of (5.7).
(6.2) On Vi we put 7. Tangent complexes and description of formal spaces and sheaves; splitting theorem (7.1) Let T = (0, A) be a formal space germ, embedded in a smooth germ Z and 8f a space in An JT). Moreover, we fix a finite family of polyhedrons 3 = (P;, (p{, E¡)¡€l for 2//Z with nerve JV, satisfying the polyhedral axiom and |^(/o)| = \2f\ for some t0 £ ]0, 1 [ (see (5.4.1) ), a free simplicial Calgebra R = r(£,<c ,31), such that R^ has a differential 5 with the property that (J?£, s) is a resolvent of T(£'t ^, ifJ+i^lUJ).
The fiber differential, induced by j , will be called s0 : R -> R. One immediately gets that all restriction maps Lt -> Lt are quasi-isomorphisms for i0 < tx < t2 < 1, especially dimc H (L) < oo for all A: by a standard argument. Now we are going to make the analogous constructions in the module case. (7.3) Let S be a smooth complex space germ, X a space in An(S) with separated structure map X -> S, and T = (0, A) a formal space germ over S, embedded (over S) in Z with Z = S x Z' and Z' smooth and convergent. Moreover, we fix a module 9~ in Coh JXA) and a finite family of polyhedrons 3 = (P¿, <pi, Et)ieI for X/S with nerve yV, which satisfies the polyhedral axiom. We suppose that \3~ \ D supp(^") holds for some /0 e ]0, 1[ near by 1.
Furthermore, we take a free simplicial graded C-algebra R = r(£t, 32) with a differential sx on Rs , such that iRs, sx) is a resolvent of the complex 6Here r' is the graded global section functor, i.e., r'dJ* &k) = TJ^ T(-^t) 7In the sense of [EGA, (0.11.1. 3)]. and a free graded .R-module M (having only finitely many generators in each degree) with a differential 5 on M^, compatible with isx)9, such that (A/~, s) is a resolution of T(£'t 9, ift £)»(<^1^" f)) • From now on we consider 32 and J? as (graded) sheaves on Et. We put °°E := Hom^, (^#,^#) and, analogously to ( and T'iE ~,Ji 9) are homotopic to zero in PO, ;2(<%) anc*> W^tn tne ODVious notation (Â7~)(0) = à7, (Á7~)(0) = Áf.
We put L := Honijf/, ^#), f := Horn Then E, resp. F, is a complex in PO¡ ,2(C), resp. PO, ,2(¿fg-), with % = Eâ s graded objects. There is also a regular spectral sequence quasi-isomorphisms for ¿0 < ?, < t2 < 1 and dimc H (is) < 00 for all /c. (7.5) The construction in (7.4) can be immediately generalized to the following situation: Let 3? be a second module in CohJXA) with a resolution (Ai-, s'), such that the properties in (7.3) are fulfilled (where 3, R, and i0 remain the same). Defining similarly 1 := E~i&~, S?) := Hom^i^f, it), F := F(^", S?) := Hom^i^r-, J%), we have i? = E¿¡, (as graded objects of course) and Hqifg) = Exit (^", ^) 2 z (there is also a spectral sequence as in (7.4.2)). For abbreviation, let "K" be the common notation for "L" and "is" above. Then the following assertion holds (compare [B-K, (1.9.7)]): If we set r :-d -d0, then (id^ -l-Ar) is an endomorphism of X, which is invertible in PO£(,4), resp. P0.(j4) . This follows from (4.9). Consequently (7.9.1) d:=gdiidx + hr7lf:^ ^ XT, in PO.iA).
8. The surjectivity of the functor (1.4.1) (8.1) We take as a basis the situation of (7.1), (7.2) where we assume in addition that 3 is augmented and (i?£, 5) is special. Moreover, we fix m > ni3) + 6 and A. £ ]tQ, 1[. The morphism sx from (7.1.1) can be restricted to TcZ:
th.)T-T->wx.-Using (4.2), we obtain from this an ¿fj.-linear derivation DHsx )T) on T'iEl T, 32j) of degree 1 which is trivial in degrees < -m and with DHsx )T) = sT\Et t in degrees > -m . The situation in (7.1) gives us a system of data which fulfills the conditions in (3.2). More precisely, we put there S = Spec(C), G the PO-Lie group with PO-Lie algebra mL° and E := (mL)', F := (mL)2 .
Observe that G operates on F with fixed point 0 £ F . Furthermore, the map u : (is, 0) -» (i7, 0) is by definition the Taylor expansion qis0) of q around the point s0 £ E. Without loss of generality, we may assume that ("Ly ' ' splits in PO, , . Then conditions (2) and (3) of Theorem (3.3) hold by (7.8). Condition (4) also holds by (7.2), (7.6) (2) . As the operation co has all the desired properties in (3.3)(1), we get from Proposition (3.3.2) that there exists a finite-dimensional subgerm Y of {Wx -{s0}, {0}), such that "x,xMoV-G,xY^Wx-{s0}
is a smooth morphism of banachanalytic space germs for t0 < X < A.. In particular, we have a commutative diagram (with Y' = Y + {s0}) oe, ¡ G x y'--->W. 
2) induces an isomorphism
which is the identity in the distinguished fiber. According to the special choice of (i?~, s), we are able to show (8.2) Theorem. 2)t is the associate simplicial space to a complex space in P(Tk).
Proof. We put for abbreviation S :-Tk and m := ms, the maximal ideal of (fs . Moreover, we fix an arbitrary A in ]t0, A.[. Obviously, it is sufficient to show: For each pair ß, a £ jV( with ß c a, the given (fs-algebra homomorphism (f" -* (f" is an isomorphism in all points of Pa .
First we consider the case a = (/, a) £ yV . By (5.11)(3), (5.8), resp.
(5.11)(4), we have is a« isomorphism on (pa(fS)iPKa ') and the ion this set well-defined) composition ,-+32°s/X°^>3 is, modulo m, induced by za-\-+ y-(0) for j £ Ja . (8.4) Lemma. Let A bean analytic algebra and B = A{z, w} a smooth analytic A-algebra with variables z = izx, ... , zn), w = (w,, ... , wm). Moreover, let g: £ mB be elements for 1 < j < n, such that gj = Zj + y/jiw) mod mAB.
Then the canonical A-algebra homomorphism A{w}-^B/YJ8jB j is an isomorphism.
9. The surjectivity of the functor (1.1.2) (9.1) In this section we take as a basis the situation of (7.3), where we assume in addition that 3 is augmented for iX/S ; 3~) and (A/-, s) is a special resolution of 9~\3^ (in the sense of §6). Moreover, we fix integers m0 := ni3) + dimZ', m > m0 + 6 and a number A. e ]t0, 1[. Restricting the S-morphism wx : Z -» Wx in (7.3.1) to the subspace T c Z , we obtain (9.1.1) iwx)T:T^WL.
Using the results of §4, this morphism induces in a natural way an ^-linear differential DHwx )T) of degree 1 on T^is; T, J^T) which satisfies the product rule with respect to sx and such that DHwx )r)(0) = s0 in degrees > -m . Again, we can construct a system of data as in (3.2): This time we set, with the same S, E := imE)1, F := imE)2, and G:=SxG0, where G0 is the PO-Lie group with PO-Lie algebra imE) (which has strictly convergent multiplication and inversion in this case). For a: S -> (Fs, 0), we take the zero-section and u: (is5, 0) -» iFs, 0) is by definition the morphism q, specified in (7.3). Without loss of generality, we may assume that the complex ((wis) ' , dQ) splits in the category PO, , (see (7.8) ). Now, since the tangent map of the (4) is clearly satisfied, according to (7.4), (7.6). From (the proof of) (3.3.2), we get that there is a finite-dimensional subgerm Y of Wx , such that \,x)s\à\-GxxsY^Wx is a smooth morphism of banachanalytic space germs over S for t0 < X < A.. Consequently, we have a commutative diagram of banachanalytic space germs over S G,xsY-VfA Then ^ is a coherent simplicial sheaf on (P, 'j. ). The commutativity of (9. 1.2) shows that the S-morphism g: T -» Gx induces an isomorphism
Here ^^ denotes the embedding Pt <-* E, s , induced by <pt .
which is the identity on the special fiber. Since (Af~, 5) is special, we are able to prove (9.2) Theorem. ^ is the associated simplicial sheaf to a sheaf in Coh (XT ).
Proof. For abbreviation, we put V := Tk,m := mv, and yV := Ner(^). Obviously, it is sufficient to show: For any ß, a £ ^ ' with ß c a, the canonical homomorphism Gß -> Ga is an isomorphism on P^ 'v for each X £ ]t0,UFirst we consider the case a = ii, a) £ yV^1'. By (6.7)(3), (4), (6.6), we have modulo rruf ,, : a, V (9.2.1) D{maaJ) ee <, -<¡a)K,,)(0), for; £ j\^), (9.2.2) DimaaJ) = maaJ + hf\0), for ; € J~\^).
We set e := jrs/3êf°xjrs, where 3?jr ] denotes the truncation ideal with respect to the differential sx .
The homogeneous components of Sa are free modules over &a'-=<Pa \i@x\a > for every a. Obviously, D induces a homomorphism "Surjectivity => Injectivity7 Let tp : SFA -* '&A be a homomorphism with <pA = 0. If we denote by ß? the cokernel of <p and by y/ : S?A -» ß? the quotient map, then y/A is an isomorphism. So there is a map x '• ^A ~* ^a ^ot some j > i with XA = (VA)~ ■ Obviously, / is an epimorphism (Nakayamalemma) and X¥A is too. But this last fact implies that y/A itself is an isomorphism and consequently <pA = 0.
Surjectivity. It is no restriction to assume S to be smooth and f?, & in Cohp (X) . Let T, resp. T¡, be the associated space germ to A, resp. A¡. We fix an S-embedding T -► Z as in (7.3) and, moreover, a finite family of polyhedrons 3 for X/S, satisfying the polyhedral axiom, with |yo)| D supp^) U supp(50 for some t0 £ ]0, 1[ nearby 1. Let R, sx be as in (7.3) and M a free (graded) i?-module with the property that Mz has a differential 5, compatible with sx , and such that (Afz , s) is a resolution of r(£,t z , (^ Z)»(^|P, z)) • Next, we take a free i?-module M1 and a differential s' on A/~, compatible with sx^, such that (Af£,s') is a resolution of r(ist £,($»", z-)J,(^r|Pi(i g-)) and j^.: A/^T1 -> A/^. is already defined over S. We consider the complex F := (Hom^(^-, jF~), d) constructed in (7.4), (7.5). Similarly to (7.7), the fiber complex W',(0) splits in PO.(C) for any t £ ]t0, 1[. After shrinking, it is possible to assume the splitting for (F(0), dQ). We have #°(F) = Hom^(^, &T) = Homx (5Ç., &T). Now, take an element q> in Hom^. i^T, S?T) and consider it a zero-cycle in g?T. We adopt the notation from (7.9) with J? := WT and A a splitting of ^(0).
We may assume that cp = uiy/) with a zero-cycle y/ in (^, 9).
Since %? is a complex with yzm'ie free components, there is a zero-cycle </ in some i%?T , dT) with yi'T = yi. It is now sufficient to show that iuiyi))\J(j is already defined over Ti (observe that s'T\Jtj~x' is defined over S). By formula (7.9.2) and the convergent expansion (id^ + Ar)-1 = id^, -(Ar) + (Ar)-, this follows from the Assertion. Let n be in 3? with n\J?j defined over Tr Then
is also defined over Ti.
Proof. By definition of A and r, it suffices to see that dTin)\Jf^ is defined over Ti. But this is clear from the formula dTin) = s'Tn -nsT, and because sT and s'T\Jij~x' are even defined over S. D (10.2) Next we treat the case of spaces, i.e., the fully faithfulness of the functor (1.4.1) . For this let X, Y be spaces in An(A¡ ) for some /n £ I. We •>'o Surjectivity. Let <p: XA -> YA be a morphism in An{A) and F c iXA xA YA) = iX xA Y)A the graph of <p. By the surjectivity of (1.1.2), '0 there is an index / > /0 and a closed subspace T c XA xA YA with TA = F . If we consider now the projection pr: Y -> XA , then pr^ is an isomorphism and, in particular, pr is an embedding. The fully faithfulness of (1.1.2) implies that (pr)^ is an isomorphism for some j > i, so we are done.
Injectivity. Let <p, y/ be in Hom^ iXA , YA ) with <pA = y/A . If we denote by r , resp. T , the graph of <p , resp. y/ , considered as a subspace of XA xA YA , we have (r^ = T^ = T^ = (TW)A . The subspace (r" nr^) ^ T^ of r'f has the property (T n T )A = (T )A and so, by the same argument as above, we get (r, n Yv)Aj = (Tr)Aj for some ; > i or, alternatively, r n T^ = T .
This proves I\ c r," . By symmetry, we may assume TV, = r," , which
shows the injectivity. D
Proof of the local statements in §1
We first show Theorem (1.9). Since the proof is partly very similar to that of §9, we shall be brief at some points. By T, resp. T¡, resp. T , we denote the associated formal space germs to A, resp. A¡, resp. A/a + . Let &~ be in Coh'(X^, 0). We take an S-embedding X <-> Ds, where D is a compact polydisc around 0 in some C" , further a free graded algebra 32 over £%, such that 32T has a differential sx , giving a resolvent of (fx (we may assume that sx \32^j7~x) is already defined over S), and a free graded ^"-module Jf = Yi¡eI32m¡ together with an sx -compatible differential 5 on J£T, such that iJ(T, s) is a resolution of 9~. We denote by s0 : JH -> Jf the fiber differential Here the last identity follows from the fact that H^F2^)) = 0 for v = 1, 2.
Moreover, since Singx (<!?") is finite over T and y is flat over T at all points not in Singy Í&), we obtain easily 
of banachanalytic spaces, compatible in />. We put W :=q~xio), where o is is well defined here: it is induced by ig, u) i-> gug~ + gôg~ -ô, and igôg -$)\Jtf-is already defined over S, since its restriction to 32T J?T is zero. In this way, we obtain again an operation and q is equivariant with respect to co [ô], co .
We fix p0£A. By the proof of (3.3.2) and (11.1.1), (11. The proof of Theorem (1.10) uses the same method and techniques, therefore we restrict ourselves here to mentioning the data: Take 27 in Gan'(^), a Tembedding 87 <-* DT (where D is some compact polydisc), a resolvent 32T of (fg, and put°°& A := Derr(^r, 32T), S7A := C&JF2^))™ , x5f := Der(^ ,32), 27:= (oo^/F2(oo^))(-0).
The assumption on the smoothness locus of 87 -► T gives the finiteness condition (11.1.1). Observe that DerTi32T, 32T) = Hom^ (Q^ /T, 32T) and Der(^, 32) = Hom^,(Qj3?, 32). One chooses A again privileged for 77{0 '2) . The rest of the proof of the assertion can be taken from §8 and from above. D 12. Some applications (12.1) First we want to give a proof for Corollary (1.3) . Obviously, it is sufficient to show the surjectivity of the functor in (1.3). For this, let 3~ be in Vect(XA ) of rank r (we may assume that the special fiber X0 is connected) and S a coherent sheaf in Coh(^ ) with &A *¿ 3~. Let [Fr] or also Theorem (5. 7)]), it follows from (1.2), resp. (1.7), that the functor (1.1.3), resp. (1.4.2), is an equivalence of categories. If we replace Qgixis p by tne subfunctor Qg,x,s _ t, consisting of those quotients which are in addition flat over the base, then Theorem (12.2) holds for Q^,XiS p f as well (using the same argument).
In the book [B-K], the existence of semiuniversal deformations for l-convex spaces, considered as a germ along its exceptional set E, has been proved under the assumption that E is analytically thin (see [loc. cit., (V.5.2)(b)]). We are going to show that this condition is not necessary by using the surjectivity of (1.1.2). The procedure is nearly the same as in [loc. cit.] , the only difference is that one has to prove a stronger version of the formal principle (V.6.2) for deformations.
(12.4) Let S be a complex space and T c S a closed complex subspace with infinitesimal neighborhoods Sn , n £ N. Moreover, we fix a point s £ T. For a complex space X over S and a closed subset K of the fiber A^ , we denote by (X/K) the completion of the pseudocomplex space X\K = iK, in a natural way a PO-space with || • \\'x := || • \\lX . For 0 < t' < t < 1, one has canonical homomorphisms (also called "restrictions") /,/ (: Et -> Et, which are compatible with the PO-structures. Obviously, Ex is the completion E of E as a topological vector space. E is called nuclear if the canonical maps is^ -y Ex: are nuclear maps between Banach spaces for A < A. In this case all Et, 0 < t < 1, are FN-spaces. Let e be in ]0, 1]. We call E e-good, if E is complete and all maps Ex -» is^/ are injective for 1 -e < A' < A < 1.
The most important example of a PO-space is the following. Let x be a fixed point in C" and P := {z £ Cn : \zi -x¡\ < bi,, 1 < i < n} the open polydisc around x with multi-radius b = (A,, ... , bn) £ (R>0)" • We denote by P( ' the (concentric) shrinking of P by the factor A e ]0, 1[. Let / = ¿2V fviz -x)u be a holomorphic function on P. We define II/IIa^EI/J^'^' ¿e]0,l[.
J/£N"
Then E := T(P, cfcn) is a PO-space with this family of seminorms. Moreover, E is 1-good and nuclear. We have the identifications Ë~x = BiPw ,cfc"), 0<A<1, Et = FiP(t),&c"), 0<t<l.
Here B iK, (fcn) denotes the Banach algebra of continuous functions /:^-»C o on K c C" compact, such that f\K is holomorphic.
